This paper offers a methodological contribution at the intersection of machine learning and operations research. Namely, we propose a methodology to quickly predict tactical solutions to a given operational problem. In this context, the tactical solution is less detailed than the operational one but it has to be computed in very short time and under imperfect information. The problem is of importance in various applications where tactical and operational planning problems are interrelated and information about the operational problem is revealed over time. This is for instance the case in certain capacity planning and demand management systems.
Introduction
Operations research (OR) has been successful in developing methodologies and algorithms to solve efficiently various types of decision problems that can be formalized but are nevertheless too complex or time consuming for humans to process. These methodologies and algorithms are crucial to a wealth of applications. Conversely, Machine learning (ML), and its subfield known as deep learning (Goodfellow et al., 2016) , have had remarkable success in automating tasks that are easy to accomplish but difficult to formalize by humans, for example, image analysis, natural language processing, voice and face recognition. Through this undertaking, ML has developed an array of powerful classification and regression methods that can be used to approximate generic inputoutput maps. Building on top of those two respective strengths, we propose a methodology where OR and ML complement each other and are respectively applied to the tasks they are best suited for in order to address an overall decision problem that we could not solve otherwise.
The overall problem we address is that of achieving accurate and timely decision support at the tactical level for a given operational problem. We assume that we can compute solutions to the operational problem under full information using an existing deterministic optimization model and a solver. Ahead of the time at which the operational problem is solved, we wish to predict certain characteristics of the operational solution based on currently available (partial) information. We call such a characterization a tactical solution description. The level of detail presented in a tactical solution description may be lesser than that required in the operational solution since its role is to support early planning decisions rather than to set out a detailed implementation. In comparison, a strategic solution description would comprise even fewer details, possibly only the predicted value of the optimization criterion.
Computing accurate tactical solution descriptions can pose difficult challenges due to restrictions in the computational time budget and to imperfect availability of information. Indeed, we assume that information about the decision problems under consideration is revealed progressively over time and that full information is only available at the time when the operational problem is solved. Furthermore, we attend to applications where tactical solutions have to be computed repeatedly and in very short time. In brief, we propose a novel methodology that makes it possible to compute solutions to a stochastic (tactical) optimization problem repeatedly and in very short computing time. This problem is of importance in various applications where tactical and operational planning problems are interrelated, for example, in capacity planning and demand management systems. We consider such an application where the tactical capacity planning solution depends on the solution to a kind of packing problem at the operational level. That particular setting occurs, e.g., in airline cargo and intermodal rail transportation as well as less than truckload (LTL) shipping.
The idea underlying the proposed methodology is simple and attractive: we predict the tactical solution descriptions using supervised ML, where the training data consists of a large number of deterministic operational problems that have been solved independently and offline. The methodology consists of four broad steps: First, operational problem instances under perfect information (the input) are sampled from the space relevant to the application at hand and solved using an existing deterministic optimization model and a solver. Second, the detailed operational solutions are synthesized according to the chosen tactical solution description (the output). Third, a ML approximator is trained based on the generated input-output data while accounting for imperfect information regarding certain features of the input. Fourth, this approximator is used to generate predictions for the tactical solutions of actual problem instances based on the available information. (Note that this paper employs the ML vocabulary. Hence, the ML approximator, i.e., predictor, acts as a heuristic and not as an approximation algorithm). These predictions are expected to be delivered with high speed, high accuracy, as well as low marginal cost in terms of data, memory and computing requirements. Given the relatively high fixed cost associated with data generation and training of the ML approximator, the latter is important in order to achieve the goal of a low average cost for applications, where the predictions must be used with a high frequency.
Some important challenges arise in this undertaking. First, the structure of the output is tied to the chosen operational solution description and can be of fixed or variable size. Second, inputs and outputs defined in the chosen solution description may be related by a number of explicit constraints that must also be satisfied by the predictions. Third, uncertainty regarding a subset of the inputs needs to be addressed through appropriate sampling, subselection and aggregation methods. The designs of the ML models and algorithms depend on how these challenges are met.
Our motivating application concerns booking decisions of intermodal containers on double-stack trains. Similar to passengers who need a flight reservation, containers must have a train reservation. Whereas a person occupies exactly one seat and he/she can hence be assigned to a seat at the time of booking, the assignment of containers to slots on railcars is a combinatorial optimization problem -called load planning problem (LPP) -that cannot be solved deterministically at the time of booking due to imperfect information: the LPP depends on characteristics of both railcars (e.g., weight holding capacity, length of slots) and containers (e.g., weight and size). In this paper, we focus on the problem of deciding -in real time -on how many of a given set of containers of different types can be loaded on a given set of railcars of different types and how many of the railcars of each type are needed. The decisions must be made without knowledge of the container weights since this information is not available at the time of booking. Given the real-time application, the solution must be computed in very short time (fraction of a second). This problem is of practical importance and features characteristics that make it useful for illustrating the proposed methodology: Although an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation of the problem can be solved under full information by commercial ILP solvers in reasonable time 1 (Mantovani et al., 2018) , this formulation cannot be used for the application because the container weights are not known at the time of booking. Moreover, for the purposes of booking, the operational solution (assignment of each container to positions on railcars) is unnecessarily detailed.
Short Literature Review and Pointers. The application of ML to discrete optimization problems was the focus of an important research effort in the 1980's and 1990's (Smith, 1999) . However, limited success was ultimately achieved and this area of research was left nearly inactive from the beginning of this century. A renewal of interest has been kindled by the successes witnessed in deep learning and the state of the art is advancing at an increasing pace.
The most successful locus of synergies between OR and ML, which has attracted a huge amount of attention in the last ten years, is the introduction of continuous optimization methods originating in OR to algorithms used in ML, most notably the stochastic gradient descent algorithm. The interested reader is referred to, e.g., Curtis and Scheinberg (2017) for a tutorial.
More recent is the exploratory bulk of work devoted to the use of ML for discrete optimization problems. On the one hand, ML is used as a tool for approximating complex and time-consuming tasks in OR algorithms, arguably the most important one being branching for enumerative approaches to NP-hard problems (see, e.g., Lodi and Zarpellon, 2017 , for a survey). On the other hand, ML is used to more directly solve (of course, heuristically) discrete optimization problems. Different learning algorithms can be used for this purpose. Closest to our work are those based on supervised learning, like, for example, Vinyals et al. (2015) that focuses on predicting fully detailed solutions to the famous Traveling Salesman Problem. However, those supervised learning algorithms focus on deterministic problems. The interested reader is refereed to Bengio et al. (2018) for a very recent survey on all aspects of ML for discrete optimization.
Finally, although not strictly relevant for the topic of this paper, it is important to mention the extensive work in the use of discrete optimization techniques, especially integer programming, within classical ML tasks like regression, classification and support vector machine, see, for example, Bertsimas and Shioda (2017) , Günlük et al. (2017) , Belotti et al. (2016) , just to mention a few.
Paper contribution. The paper offers four main contributions.
1. Although state-of-the-art stochastic programming methodologies are available to solve the stochastic optimization problem formally defined in the next section, in this paper we shift paradigm by proposing a novel methodology rooted in supervised learning for predicting tactical descriptions of optimal operational solutions where only partial information on the exact operational problem is available at the time of prediction.
2. With respect to the current literature using ML for OR, the proposed methodology combines discrete optimization and ML in an innovative way, i.e., by integrating an ML predictor / approximator to deal with the data uncertainty that is inherent to the strategic and tactical planning levels. Deterministic settings may be viewed as special cases. For example, Fischetti and Fraccaro (2017) who consider, at the strategic level, a deterministic wind farm layout optimization problem and use ML to predict the objective values achieved by candidate sites.
3. In contrast with the existing alternatives offered by approximate stochastic programming and the recently proposed reinforcement learning approach by Nair et al. (2018) , our methodology built on ML anticipates calculations by generating, in advance, a prediction function instead of pointwise solutions on demand. Hence, it does not require to solve deterministic second-stage problems at prediction time. We illustrate through an extensive computational evaluation on our real-world application how this comparative advantage allows to build both fast and accurate predictors.
4. Our methodology relies on existing ML models and algorithms. This is a key advantage since we can benefit from the recent advances in deep learning. The methodology leads to state-of-the-art results, i.e., solves a problem that otherwise would have been unsolvable to that extent of accuracy in the allowed time budget, essentially online.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 defines the prediction problem under consideration and discusses existing solution methods from the field of stochastic programming. Section 3 delineates the proposed methodology and Section 4 presents a detailed application of the methodology and reports the results. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the content of the paper, reviews outstanding issues and describes directions for future research.
The prediction problem
Let a particular instance of an operational (deterministic) optimization problem be represented by the input feature vector x. The optimal operational solution (i.e., that containing values of all decision variables) is y * (x) :≡ arg inf y∈Y(x) C(x, y), where C(x, y) and Y(x) denote the cost function and the admissible space, respectively. Ahead of the time at which the operational problem is solved, we wish to predict certain characteristics of the optimal operational solution, based on currently available information. We call such a characterization a tactical solution description. Information on a subset of the feature vector x may be unavailable or incomplete at the time of prediction and we define the partition x = [x a , x u ] accordingly, where x a contains available features and x u unavailable or yet unobserved ones. Furthermore, we denote by g(.) the mapping from the fully detailed operational solution to the tactical solution description featuring the level of detail relevant to the context at hand. Hence, g(y) is the synthesis of the operational solution y according to the tactical solution description embedded in g(.).
Our goal is to compute or at least approximate the solutionȳ * (x a ) to the following two-stage, optimal prediction stochastic programming (see, e.g., Birge and Louvaux, 2011 , Kall and Wallace, 1994 , Shapiro et al., 2009 ) problem:
where denotes a suitable norm (e.g. the L 1 -or L 2 -norm when the output has fixed size) and Φ xu { . | x a } denotes either the expectation or a quantile (e.g. the median) operation over the distribution of x u , conditional upon x a . So,ȳ * (x a ) is the optimal prediction of the synthesis of the second stage optimizer g(y * (x a , x u )), conditionally on information available at first stage. Finally, Y(x a , x u ) is the admissible space defined by the set of constraints relevant to the operational context, whereasȲ(x a ) is defined only by the set of constraints relevant to the tactical context.
In real-time or repeated applications, we need to generate solutions to (1) and (2) at a high speed for any value of x a . Whenever closed-form solutions are unavailable, which usually occurs, it is generally prohibitive to compute a solution to (1) and (2) on demand for every particular value of x a encountered. As detailed in Section 3, our methodology generates a prediction function that can take any value of x a as input and outputs accurate predictions y * (x a ) ofȳ * (x a ). The predictions are given by y * (x a ) ≡ f (x a ; θ) where f (·; ·) is a particular ML model and θ is a vector of parameters.
Stochastic Programming. A number of alternative approaches and methods are available from the field of stochastic programming to address the problem defined by (1) and (2). For general specifications of C(x a , x u , y) and Y(x a , x u ), that is, essentially, whenever (1) and (2) depart from the extensively researched and documented case of linear programming, stochastic programming resorts to approximate methods involving sampling. These methods originate from two broad areas of research and perspectives: Monte Carlo stochastic programming (e.g., de Bayraksan, 2014, Shapiro, 2003) and simulation optimization (e.g., Fu, 2015) . In the former, the solution methods may leverage available knowledge about the inner structure of (2). In the latter, (2) is viewed as a black box and the available knowledge consists solely in the ability to evaluate the solution y * (x a , x u ). (That is, y * (x a , x u ) may be computable with a standard OR solver without any assumption, for instance, about closed-form derivatives with respect to x a or x u .) An approximate solution to the problem jointly defined by (1) and (2) may be obtained through one of the methods available from Monte Carlo stochastic programming or simulation optimization for each particular value of x a .
Methods where sampling occurs once at the outset of the solution process to convert stochastic optimization into deterministic optimization and where sampling occurs throughout the optimization process are respectively said to involve batch or external sampling and sequential or internal sampling. Methods originating from the perspective of Monte Carlo stochastic programming that are in principle available to solve (1) and (2) include sample average approximation (external) described in (Shapiro et al., 2009, p. 155) and Kim et al. (2015) as well as versions of stochastic approximation (internal) where a knowledge of the inner structure of (2) is introduced (Shapiro et al., 2009, p. 230) . Methods originating from the perspective of simulation optimization that are in principle available to solve (1) and (2) include response surface methods (internal) (Kleijnen, 2015) , stochastic search (internal) (Andradóttir, 2015 , Hu, 2015 , Zabinsky, 2015 and versions of stochastic approximation (internal) where knowledge of (2) is limited to the ability to perform evaluations (Chau and Fu, 2015) .
Our attention is directed to real-time or high-repetition applications requiring the computation of solutions to (1) and (2) at a high speed. Now, it is typically considerably more time-consuming to solve (1) and (2) on demand for a particular value of x a through one of the existing methods available from approximate stochastic programming than it is to solve a single instance of the deterministic problem (2). As a result, a methodology that succeeds in achieving on-demand prediction times of smaller order than the the time it takes to solve one instance of (2) presents a comparative advantage. The methodology based on ML that we propose satisfies this condition. For example, in the application presented in Section 4, the solution of a single instance of the deterministic problem (2) with a solver requires up to a minute whereas our methodology based on ML can yield predictions on demand within a millisecond. To illustrate the parallel between the proposed methodology and the existing alternatives offered by stochastic programming, Section 4.5 details the steps in the implementation of one such alternative and reports numerical results.
Methodology
In this section, the methodology outlined so far is discussed in great detail starting from Section 3.1 that describes the process to generate meaningful data. In Section 3.2, the ML approach is detailed while in Section 3.3, the input/output aggregation as well as the selection of the right level of solution description are discussed.
Data generation process
The data used for ML derives from operational (deterministic) problem instances and their corresponding solutions. These may either result from controlled probabilistic sampling or, under restrictive conditions, may be collected from historical observations. In our context, controlled probabilistic sampling is advantageous because: (i) the selected sampling distribution is deemed an accurate representation of the stochasticity in the unknown features x u of the problem instances, (ii) it is possible to generate data at will according to a known sampling protocol and to evaluate the performance of ML training and model selection in any arbitrarily defined region in the feature space and (iii) it is possible to generate additional data for further training if the predictive performance is judged insufficient. In contrast, the use of a dataset consisting of historical problem instances is only appropriate when attempting to mimic the behavior reflected in such data. Otherwise, sampling from historical data would likely introduce uncontrollable distortions in the resulting dataset. Indeed, observed instances result from censoring/constraining the space of admissible instances and have resulted from decision processes that should be accounted for but are often unknown in practice. In view of these limitations, we concentrate our attention on data generation through controlled probabilistic sampling.
The first step in the probabilistic data generation process is to sample a set of operational problem instances {x (i) , i = 1, . . . , m}. Elements of x that are expected to vary in the intended application should be made to vary and covary in the dataset in commensurate ranges. We can generate problem instances through pseudo-random or quasi-random sampling. Data generation is meant to account for the actual uncertainty about the values of the elements of the input x. In other words, the distributions from which we sample those values are viewed as describing this uncertainty and should be selected accordingly. Whereas simple pseudo-random sampling and stratified pseudo-random sampling are simple and easily applicable, it is also conceivable to apply alternative protocols in order to improve sample efficiency. For instance, importance sampling can artificially increase the abundance of data about infrequently observed characteristics of the problem instances. We refer to, for example, Asmussen and Glynn (2010) and Law (2014) for further details on data sampling and simulations.
We employ an existing solver to generate the operational solutions y * (x (i) ), i = 1, . . . , m to the problem instances. We fix the parameters of the solver to ensure that its solution process is deterministic. The solver hence returns the same optimal solution for a given instance.
In order to make efficient use of the computational resources available for ML, the operational, fully detailed optimal solutions y * (
. . , m according to a tactical description g(.) whose level of detail accommodates without exceeding that required in the intended application. According to their level of detail, such descriptions vary in complexity. They may be highly structured and may feature a variable size. The complexity of the input vector x and the synthesized output vectorȳ * (x), as well as the explicit constraints that may tie their elements impact the selection and performance of ML models and algorithms.
ML approximation
For clarity of exposition, we find it useful to disentangle at first the approximation of the tactical solutions with ML from the treatment of the stochasticity in some of its inputs with ML. We therefore suppose for the moment that the input vector available at the time of prediction is equal to the full vector of input features, that is x = x a and x u is empty. Under this assumption, the aim of the ML approximation is simply to find the best possible prediction y = f (x; θ) ofȳ * (x) where the approximator f (·; ·) is a ML model and θ is a vector of parameters. f (·; ·) and θ are selected through a ML algorithm, based on the available input-output data made up of (x,ȳ * (x)) pairs. The models under consideration and the algorithms used in their training and selection must conform with the structure embodied in the input and output vectors x andȳ and must also uphold the constraints that may explicitly relate their individual elements. The choice of a model and an algorithm necessarily depends on the exact application at hand and there is in ML a range of classification and regression approximators available for these purposes. The ML algorithm that we apply is standard and can be broadly summarized as follows:
1. The full dataset is divided at random between training, validation and test sets.
2. Training and validation loss functions are selected.
3. Parameters of candidate models are tuned through minimization of average training loss, i.e. empirical risk, over training set.
4. Performances of trained candidate models are assessed and compared based on average validation loss, i.e. generalization error, measured over the validation set.
5. Additional data is generated and processed if the performance on the validation set is unsatisfactory.
6. The model achieving the lowest generalization error over the validation set is retained.
7. The model performance is finally evaluated based on the average validation loss, measured over the test set.
8. Provided the selected model demonstrates sufficient accuracy, it is used as a high speed, low marginal cost, on-demand predictor for the operational solution of any problem instance.
Additional challenges arise when the input vector available at the time of prediction is not equal to the full vector of input features, that is, whenever x = x a . Those issues are addressed in the next section. However, the ML algorithm above remains essentially unchanged since the treatment of the stochasticity in x u with ML hinges on the particular definition of the input-output data pairs that are passed to ML.
Aggregation and subselection
The treatment of stochasticity in x u with ML can proceed in a number of ways using aggregation methods. All ultimately translate into a particular definition for the input-output data pairs that are passed to ML and all leverage the probabilistic information embodied in the distribution of x u conditional on the σ-algebra generated by x a , say σ(x a ), so as to "aggregate" the probability mass distributed over the support of x u . We shall thus say that input features x u whose values are unavailable at the time of prediction (e.g. railcar capacities and container weights, in our application) are to be aggregated.
The more appealing aggregation methods are those involving the replacement of Φ xu { . | x a } in (1) with a sample version or a closed-form approximation (aggregation of outputs for short) rather than the direct substitution of x u for a σ(x a )-measurable predictor (aggregation over inputs for short). Aggregation over inputs is simple but only acceptable when the distribution of x u is highly concentrated. The replacement of Φ xu { . | x a } in aggregation over outputs can occur either (i) before, (ii) through or (iii) after ML approximation and gives rise to predictors for the tactical solutionȳ * (x a , x u ) that are also σ(x a )-measurable by construction. We focus on the treatment of stochasticity in x u with aggregation through ML approximation in view of its simpler application, lesser computational demands and, as we show in Section 4, good empirical performance. This method proceeds implicitly, by passing the dataset {(x
, where f (·; ·) is the selected ML model and θ is a vector of tuned parameters. The implementation of aggregation through ML approximation is straightforward since the required data is obtained directly from the sample of synthesized operational solutions.
In the following we motivate how the model f (x a ; θ) resulting from aggregation through ML approximation can account for the stochasticity in x u . If a uniform law of large numbers holds so that the average validation loss converges stochastically towards the expectation of the validation loss with respect to the distribution of the variables that are sampled in the data (e.g., Vapnik, 1999) , then we can argue that this aggregation method indeed minimizes an approximation to the expected validation loss with respect to x a as well as x u . In other words, ML could in this case be viewed as minimizing an approximation to the expected discrepancy between the exact tactical solutionȳ * (x a , x u ) resulting from knowledge of [x a , x u ] and the solution f (x a ; θ) based solely on the knowledge of x a . Furthermore, if Φ xu { . | x a } stands for the expectation of a particular loss function and if the latter agrees with the loss function applied in ML validation, then we may argue that the method of aggregation through ML produces indeed a bona fide approximator ofȳ * (x a ). Selecting the scope of analysis, namely determining which variables of x and domains thereof to include in the operational problem, the level of detail of the tactical description and the partition [x a , x u ] achieves a compromise between statistical precision, accuracy and tractability. Thus, it may be acceptable to exclude low probability regions in the support of certain relevant variables or even some relevant but judged-less-critical variables altogether from consideration in order to gain statistical power and precision at the expense of some accuracy. For short, we shall call such a restriction in the scope of analysis subselection. For instance, in our application, it was judged useful to disregard infrequent railcar types and container lengths from the support of x = [x a , x u ] and the scope of analysis in order to gain statistical leverage and tractability in ML.
The excluded support and/or excluded variables and their complement constitute a partition of the whole support/set of variables that gives rise to an informational σ-algebra, say G. The probabilistic knowledge that embodies these exclusions may be represented by the joint probability distribution of [x a , x u ] conditional on G. If useful, for instance for the purpose of drawing formal comparisons between results with and without exclusions, conditioning with G may be introduced explicitly, possibly in addition to conditioning with σ(x a ). Otherwise, the ML procedures can be blind to the exclusions. We proceed in this manner in our application.
Application
We use the double-stack intermodal railcar LPP (Mantovani et al., 2018) to illustrate the proposed methodology. The LPP can be briefly described as follows. Given a set of containers and a sequence of railcars, determine the subset of containers to load and the exact way of loading them on a subset of railcars. The objective consists in minimizing the total cost of containers left behind and partly filled railcars. The solution depends on individual characteristics of containers and railcars. Containers are characterized by their length, height, standardized type, content and weight. In North America, double-stack intermodal railcars comprise one to five platforms and each platform has a lower and an upper slot where containers may be loaded. Crucially, railcars are characterized by the weight capacity and tare of each platform and by the specific loading capabilities associated with their standardized type. We can express the loading capabilities with a set of loading patterns enumerating all possible ways in which containers of diverse lengths can be placed in the lower and upper slots of each platform. In general, the loading capabilities cannot be decomposed by platform, which leads to sets of loading patterns of high cardinality. Mantovani et al. (2018) propose an ILP formulation that can be solved in seconds or in minutes, depending on the size of the problem, using a commercial solver. Figure 1 depicts a small example of a problem instance along with four descriptions of the The operational solution is illustrated immediately below the problem instance in Figure 1 . The solution makes use of the two railcars and a subset of the containers are assigned to slots. In this example, one top slot is not used because of weight constraints and two heavy containers are not assigned. If the objective function is defined as the slot utilization, then its value is 7/8. The latter corresponds to the strategic solution, shown in the bottom part of the figure. Two alternative tactical descriptions of the solution whose levels of detail are intermediate are depicted in the figure. One (labelled Tactical 1) specifies for each individual railcar the number of containers of each size that are assigned to it. The other, less detailed (labelled Tactical 2), specifies the number of railcars of each type that are used in the solution and the number of containers of each size that are assigned. The latter description is used in our application where the objective is to predict this tactical solution given a set of containers and a set of railcars without knowledge of the container weights. Since the predictions are part of an online booking system, they need to be computed at high speed.
We use our application to illustrate the notation: x contains the detailed information about the problem instance required to solve the LPP. Subvector x a reports features that are known at time of prediction: total numbers of available rail cars of each type and of available containers of each length. Subvector x u reports features that are unknown at time of prediction: individual gross weights of containers. The problem described in (2) corresponds to the ILP formulation of Mantovani et al. (2018) . y * (x a , x u ) represents the detailed assignment of containers to slots in the operational solution (top of Figure 1 ). The two tactical and the strategic solutions in Figure 1 constitute three examples ofȳ * (x a , x u ) that can be obtained from the detailed solution through the synthesisȳ * (x a , x u ) :≡ g(y * (x a , x u )).
Subselection of containers and railcars and aggregation
Container data may be transformed by subselecting lengths, heights, standardized types and contents and by aggregating weights. Similarly, railcar data may be transformed by subselecting standardized types and by aggregating weight capacities and tares. Hence, in order to ensure that the LPP remains manageable, container lengths, heights, standardized types, and contents have been subselected to retain only the two most relevant lengths, 40 ft and 53 ft, a single height, a single standardized type and a single content. Similarly, railcar types have been subselected to retain the 10 most numerous ones that amount to nearly 90% of the North American fleet. As a result of the subsection of railcar types, the exact weight capacities and tares of the railcars are unknown at the time of prediction. We account for this fact through aggregation. In the case of the railcars, aggregation is straightforward because weight capacities and tares vary very little for each given standardized type. Hence, population estimates of median capacities and tares conditional on type are reasonable representative values. This amounts to perform aggregation over input values.
A key challenge in our application is related to the container weights that are unknown at the time of prediction. In contrast to the railcar weight capacities, container weights are highly variable, even conditionally upon the values of other container characteristics. We therefore perform aggregation over output values in view of its superior theoretical underpinnings compared to aggregation over input values (see Section 3.3).
Data generation
We partition the available data into four classes, as reported in Table 1 We generated data by randomly sampling and distributing the total number of platforms among railcars belonging to the 10 standardized types, by randomly sampling the number of containers of each length and by randomly sampling the weight of each container given its length. In detail, sampling the container gross weights proceeds as follows: First, we determine the empty/nonempty state of a container through a Bernouilli experiment where the probability that a container is empty conditionally upon its length has been estimated from container transportation data. Second, conditionally on the container not being empty, we sample its net weight from a uniform distribution over values ranging between 10% and 90% of its net capacity given length. Third, we equate the generated total weight of a non empty container to the sum of the generated net weight given length and the a priori estimate of median tare given length. Table 2 reports the number of examples for each data class. We randomly divided each dataset into training (64%), validation (16%) and test (20%) sets.
Each generated instance of the ILP loading problem was solved with IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.6 down to an optimality gap of at most 5%. The solutions in the resulting problem instance-solution pairs were described with a limited subset of features: number of railcars of each type and number of containers of each length used in the loading solution. The objective of the loading ILP problem was set so as to enforce the following priorities in lexicographic order: maximize total number of containers loaded, minimize total length of railcars used, maximize total length of containers loaded. Table 2 reports the percentiles of computing times per instance using three out of the six cores of an Intel Xeon X5650 Westmere 2.67 GHz processor. For instance, the median time required to solve an instance of class A down to an optimality gap of at most 5% is equal to 0.48 s. 
ML approximation
The predictive models are based on feedforward neural networks, a.k.a. multilayer perceptrons (MLP). From their introduction several decades ago until recently, MLPs had demonstrated modest success in ML. However, through the recent algorithmic advances that have occurred in the subfield of ML known as deep learning, they have become simple but powerful generic approximators. They are useful in real applications whenever input and output vectors have short fixed lengths and do not feature complex structures.
The mapping between inputs and outputs could be interpreted as a classification or as a regression problem and we implemented the two corresponding architectures. The resulting families of models are hereafter named ClassMLP and RegMLP, respectively. Both families feature 12 units in their input layer (one integer unit for each railcar type and for each container length) and rectified linear units (ReLU) are used as activation functions in their hidden layers. The two families differ with respect to their output layer, the manner in which input-output constraints are upheld and the loss function used in their training.
On the one hand, ClassMLP outputs 12 discrete probability distributions (one for each railcar type and for each container length) that are each modeled with a softmax operator. The supports of these distributions are the sets of possible numbers of railcar of each type and of containers of each length. Thus, concatenation of the 12 distributions yields an output layer of size 812 when the number of railcars platforms of each type and of containers of each length used in the solution may respectively vary from 1 to 50 and from 1 to 150. The following constraints are enforced at training, validation and testing times: for each type of railcar and length of container, the number in output cannot exceed the number in input. This is done by computing the softmax over admissemble outputs only. Training is conducted through likelihood maximization where we treat output distributions as independent.
On the other hand, RegMLP outputs 12 scalars that are rounded to the nearest integer, inputoutput inequalities are enforced only at validation and testing times and training is conducted through minimization of the sum of absolute errors incurred in predicting output numbers for railcars of each type and containers of each length. For both families, the assumption that outputs are conditionally mutually independent given inputs is implicit to their architecture.
Training of both ClassMLP and RegMLP was performed with mini-batch stochastic gradient descent and the learning rate adaptation was governed by the Adam (adaptive moment estimation) method (Kingma and Ba, 2014) . Regularization was ensured by early stopping. Hyperparameter selection included number and width of hidden layers as well as L 1 and L 2 regularization terms coefficients. Sets of hyperparameter values were generated randomly and the preferred set was determined according to validation results (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012) . The ranges of values considered were as follows: [3, 13] for the number of hidden layers, [300, 1000] for the number of units per hidden layer, [0, .001] for the L 1 and L 2 regularization coefficients. For each ML model and each dataset, we tried 50 hyperparameter combinations in a random search and retained the best performing models.
In order to establish benchmark results, we also implemented a logistic regression (ClassMLP without hidden layers), a linear regression (RegMLP without hidden layers) and two simple greedy algorithms. Algorithm 1 (HeurV) greedily accounts for the total number of slots available on each railcar but disregards all other constraints pertaining to the loading problem. In contrast, Algorithm 2 (HeurS) greedily accounts for all constraints relevant to the loading problem, namely: (i) 53 ft containers can only be assigned to 53 ft slots whereas 40 ft containers can be assigned to any slot, (ii) each railcar features known numbers of 53 ft and 40 ft slots, for some railcars, (iii) some 53 ft slots are available above only provided 40 ft containers are loaded below. This algorithm also attempts to account for the lexicographic objective. 
Results
In this section we summarize and compare the predictive performances achieved by the models with the sum of mean absolute prediction error (MAE) over the numbers of used slots (M AE slots ) and of mean absolute error over the numbers of loaded containers (M AE conts ) in output solution. They are defined as follows:
where s j , j = 1, ..., 10, equals the number of slots on railcar type j. Notice that s 11 = s 12 = 1 do not appear in (5). Clearly, the MAE provides highly useful but partial information that cannot by itself fully express the distribution of absolute errors (AE). To draw a more complete portray, we also calculated empirical quantiles of the set of absolute errors {AE (i) , i = 1, . . . , n}, where the absolute error AE (i) associated with observation i is given by Table 3 reports the MAE (3) incurred by each model over an independent test data set similar to that used for training and validation. The aggregation of the unknown container weights is performed with the method of aggregation over output values through ML, as discussed in Section 3.3. Standard deviations of the estimates are shown in parentheses. We report results for the table) . Note that each figure reported for ClassMLP or for RegMLP corresponds to the most favorable set of hyperparameters according to the validation set (found in the random search described in Section 4.3).
A number of findings emerge from examination of Table 3 . For all datasets, the average performances of both feedforward neural network models -ClassMLP and RegMLP -are very good and considerably better than those of the benchmarks (logistic regression, linear regression and the two heuristics). RegMLP features a slightly better average performance than ClassMLP, except for the 20M-A data. A possible explanation for this is that the pseudo-likelihood function used as a surrogate for MAE in training ClassMLP does not account for the magnitude of the prediction errors.
The MAE for 200K-A and 20M-A data are only 1.304 and 0.985, respectively. The marginal value of using 100 times more observations is hence fairly small. The decrease in performance when enlarging the training-validation set from A to include the more difficult instances (from 200K-A to the union of data classes A, B and C in 600K-ABC) is quite modest for both ClassMLP and RegMLP. For example, MAE for RegMLP increases from 1.304 (200K-A) to 2.109 (600K-ABC).
The excellent predictive performance of the method is confirmed by the examination of the distribution of absolute errors in Table 4 : For example, at least 95% of the absolute errors made by ClassMLP and RegMLP are smaller than or equal to 4. This is in stark contrast with the performances of the benchmark models whose distributions of absolute errors are highly skewed and whose median absolute error is either equal to 4 in the most favorable case (LogReg) or well beyond this figure elsewhere (LinReg, HeurV, HeurS). Table 5 provides information on the distribution of the GPU time required to compute a prediction based on input data similar to that used for training and validation of the predictor. For example, the median time required to compute a prediction based on model RegMLP when input belongs to class A is 0.8 milliseconds. As clearly shown by the closeness of the 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles, the distribution of the prediction time is highly concentrated and we ought to expect very little variations among computing times around the median value. Furthermore, it is expected that the figures of Table 5 will vary little across input classes with a similar model. Computational speed should instead depend on model complexity (in our case number and width of hidden layers). Hence, whereas the operational solution of a loading problem may require a median time ranging from 0.48 to 5.44 seconds according to the exact class of the input (Table 2) , the prediction of the tactical solution with model RegMLP is expected to require a time close to the indicated median of 0.8 milliseconds. Extraneous errors. In view of the higher costs of generating harder instances, it is desirable that models that are trained and validated on simpler instances generalize to harder instances without specific training and validation. In contrast with the previous results where testing was conducted on data similar to that used for training and validation, we now focus on testing performance over a set of class D data containing the largest instances. We emphasize that instances of this nature have not been used for training-validation. Table 6 reports the MAE for the exact same models as in the previous section. Standard deviations of the estimates are shown in parentheses. We report the range in performance achieved over all hyperparameter sets between brackets. Since the classification models cannot produce predictions for instances that are of sizes differing from the ones used for training-validation, we do not report any values for the 200K-A training-validation data set (NA in the first column of the table). In this respect, the regression models have a clear advantage.
The following findings emerge: The performance of the models whose testing results are reported in Table 3 is still good when measured on the harder, extraneous problem instances of class D. It is clearly beneficial to train and validate on classes B and C in addition to class A. For example, MAE of RegMLP decreases from 4.412 to 2.372.
The MAE values reported between brackets indicate that the range of the performances achieved on D over all hyperparameter sets considered at validation is wide. For example, it varies between 2.481 and 24.702 for RegMLP when training and validating over 20M-A and testing over 200K-D. We note that some hyperparameter sets achieving close to best validation performance perform poorly on D.
The range of performances achieved on D over all hyperparameter sets considered at validation is reduced when training and validating on B and C in addition to A. Hence, whereas there appears to be a high risk associated with the application of a model on extraneous data (data with characteristics that have not been encountered during training-validation), this risk may possibly be mitigated by reducing the extent of the dissimilarities between training-validation and extraneous data. This opens up for questions concerning alternative data generation procedures. For example, less expensive generation of the hardest instances could be accomplished by setting the maximum optimality gap to a more lenient value. Training and validation could then be performed on these instances as well. Table 7 provides information on the distribution of the CPU time required to compute a prediction based on extraneous data. The remarks made in relation to 
An alternative solution from stochastic programming
To illustrate the parallel between the proposed methodology based on ML and the alternatives offered by approximate stochastic programming for the solution of (1) and (2), we detail the application of one such alternative in the context of the LPP. We select the method of sample average approximation (SAA) (Shapiro et al., 2009, p. 155) and Kim et al. (2015) in view of its position as a de facto standard in approximate stochastic programming: it is broadly applicable, commonly used, based on simple principles and supported by an abundant knowledge of its properties, both theoretical and empirical. We stress that an application of approximate stochastic programming to (1) and (2) seeks a solution for each particular value of x a . Hence, unless the domain of x a is both finite and small, the solutions arising from approximate stochastic programming must be computed on demand, one at a time. In contrast, our proposed methodology outputs a prediction function defined over the domain of x a . This function is computed in advance with ML and may later on yield solutions on demand.
The general optimal prediction problem of (1) and (2) is specialized to the LPP as follows:
The application of the SAA method proceeds through the following steps:
1. Fix a particular value for x a .
2. Select a sampling distribution for x u and generate a sample of size N {x
3. Define sample versions for (7) and (8) as
4. Solve the N operational problems in (10).
Solve the ILP (9).
The fact that the set of solutions to (10) be finite for a given value of x a allows important simplifications in the analysis of the statistical properties of the SAA method. Hence, the distance between the SAA solution(s) to (9) and the solution(s) to (7) is shown to converge strongly to zero with respect to N (Kleywegt et al., 2002) . Although some theoretical bounds are available, determining with sufficient precision the speed of this convergence and an appropriate value for N is essentially a problem-and data-specific issue that must be resolved empirically. Despite the lack of precise knowledge about the appropriate value for N , we can reach definite conclusions about the relative computational performance of the SAA method and our methodology: The application of the SAA method to LPP requires for each value of x a the solution of N operational (deterministic) load planning problems and the solution of an ILP program with 24N + 12 integral variables, 24N + 12 non-negativity constraints and 12N equality constraints. The time required for performing these calculations on demand for each value of x a exceeds by two orders of magnitude the requirement that the solutions must be available on demand in a small fraction of the time required to solve a single instance of the operational problem.
To illustrate this assessment, we conducted an experiment through the following steps:
1. Generate a dataset of class A from the sampling distributions described in Section 4.2 through a two-stage sampling process. In the first stage, randomly sample 100K values for x a . In the second stage, for each one of the first stage values, randomly sample 100 values for x u .
2. For each one of the 100K values of x a resulting from first stage, compute the 100 deterministic load planning solutions corresponding to this value of x a and to each one of the 100 values of x u , respectively. Compute the SAA solution with N = 99 from 99 out of the 100 load planning solutions, as in (9) and (10). Compute the absolute error between the SAA solution and the remaining deterministic load planning solution as well as the total time required to compute the SAA solution.
3. Compute the empirical distributions of the absolute errors and on-demand computing times incurred over the 100K repetitions resulting from the 100K values of x a sampled in first stage.
Compare with the empirical distributions associated with ClassMLP and RegMLP.
With N = 99, we find that the average absolute error incurred by SAA is equal to 0.82 (with a standard error of estimate of 0.0087) and comparable to that achieved by ClassMLP (0.965) and RegMLP (0.985). As expected, the average on-demand computing time is prohibitively higher, equal to 77,820 milliseconds (with a standard error of estimate of 258), in comparison with ClassMLP (2.9) and RegMLP (0.8). Tables 8 and 9 provide further evidence on the comparison.
Data
100K-A # examples 100K Percentiles P 50 P 60 P 70 P 80 P 85 P 90 P 95 P 99 SAA 0 0 0 1 2 4 4 17 4.6 Feasibility of predicted tactical solutions at the operational level
The results in Section 4.4 showed that the predictions of the tactical solutions have a high accuracy. In this section we remove the focus from prediction accuracy to auxiliary results designed to numerically assess if there exists a feasible operational solution for a given predicted tactical one. We designed an experiment whose setting is similar to the one conducted in the previous section. Namely, we predict tactical solutions for 100K randomly sampled values of the first stage variables x a . For each value of x a , we consider a random sample of 100 second-stage variables x u . We solve the 100 detailed instances of the LPP where the predicted tactical solution is imposed. We report in Table 10 the sample ratio of predicted solution descriptions that are feasible to the detailed problem.
Sample ratio
Std err sample ratio feasible (gaussian approx of binomial) Table 10 : Sample ratio of predictions that lead to feasible solutions to the detailed problem
The results show that, although the LPP can have many feasible / optimal solutions, the task of constructing one is not trivial because the low capacity models have way worse results (satisfy constraints in 61.4% and 74.2% of the instances) than the high capacity ones that satisfy the constraints in 97.5% and 96.6% of the instances. The deterministic heuristics have very poor performance, which aligns with the fact that they are not trained on the data and hence are entirely blind to the weights and the associated constraints. The higher capacity models also have smaller standard errors than the lower capacity ones.
We end the section by stressing that these results are not relevant to analyze the accuracy of the predictor but rather to assess if the ML algorithm can learn the constraints implicitly by seeing many deterministic examples, which indeed seems to be the case. This assessment is not the aim of our methodology, otherwise, a chance constraint formulation would have been more appropriate than the optimal prediction one we propose. Nevertheless, we still believe that assessing the feasibility of the operational solutions conditional on predicted tactical ones is of interest because of the expressiveness one can expect from a ML approximator for discrete optimization problems.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we proposed a supervised learning approach for predicting tactical solutions to operational planning problems under imperfect information in short computing time. The problem is of relevance to various applications where tactical and operational planning problems are interrelated. We considered an application related to demand management and capacity planning at the tactical level (accept / reject booking requests) whose solution depends on a kind of packing problem at the operational level. A similar problem occurs in other freight transportation settings, for example, airline cargo and less than truckload (LTL).
We formulated the problem as a two-stage optimal prediction stochastic programming problem whose solutions we aimed to predict with machine learning. Key in the proposed methodology is the generation of labeled training data for supervised learning. We proposed to sample operational problem instances (perfect information) by controlled probabilistic sampling. The generated operational problem instances are solved independently and offline using an existing solver. We computed labels based on the solutions employing appropriate aggregation and subselection methods. Otherwise, our methodology relies on existing ML models and algorithms. This is a key advantage since we can benefit from the recent advances in machine learning, and in our case, deep learning.
We illustrated the methodology with a train load planning problem, where some features of the inputs (problem instances) -in this case container weights -are unavailable at the time of prediction. The results showed that a regression feedforward neural network had the best performance overall. Remarkably, the solutions could be predicted with a high accuracy in very short computing time (in the order of a millisecond or less). In fact, the time required to predict the solution descriptions under imperfect information using ML is much shorter than the time required to solve a single deterministic instance with an ILP solver. The results also showed that the regression feedforward neural network model that was trained and validated on simpler instances could generalize reasonably well to harder instances without specific training and validation. However, as expected, the variations over the hyperparameter sets considered during the validation step were large when the nature of the data was very dissimilar. Finally, we compared the machine learning predictions with solutions computed with a sample average approximation of the two-stage stochastic program. While the average absolute error was only slightly better, the computing time was prohibitively large.
In this work, we considered an input and output structure that was quite small and of fixed size. A direction for future research is to predict more detailed solutions where the input and output structures would be of large and variable size and would possibly feature additional constraints. The trade-off between the level of detail and uncertainty of the input is a question by itself. In this context, an approach related to pointer networks (Vinyals et al., 2015) is a promising avenue. Finally, data generation is the costliest part of the methodology. Future research should investigate active learning, where the trade-off between the cost of generating data and the predictive performance can be controlled.
